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A B O U T

Start-up mortgage broker operation Union Plus wished to launch a modern, efficient 
call center for loan applicant sourcing. They engaged CC Pace as an advisor for market 
research and industry intelligence to help them develop a scalable best of breed systems 
strategy. The technical roadmap and operational workflow model we crafted allowed them 
to successfully launch this line of business with exceptional customer service.

S I T U AT I O N
Union Plus was seeking market research and analysis regarding their selection of systems 
to launch a mortgage broker operation. Their primary objective was to create a uniform 
customer experience for AFL-CIO members from initial inquiry to closing. Union Plus 
desired the borrower experience to be seamless from a single portal.

S O L U T I O N

CC Pace:
•     Drafted customer experience story board
•     Identified alternatives to handle leads without the need for an external CRM tool
•     Compared out-of-box FinTech portals that could support the desired customer 
       experience
•     Analyzed LOS options that could support the line of business
•     Developed operational workflow to manage loans throughout the entire process
•     Developed roadmap and implementation plan

R E S U LT S

•     Union Plus launched a new line of business      
      and now provides an additional service for 
      their members
•     First loan was cleared to close in less than 15 days
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A B O U T
Union Plus Mortgage Company was founded by the AFL-CIO to provide current and retired 
union members and their families with mortgages through a union-controlled company. 
Their mission is to provide union members with the best available mortgages, great 
customer service, and access to the unique Union Plus Mortgage Assistance Program, 
which provides members with hardship benefits.

A B O U T

CC Pace is a business and technology consulting firm headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia. 
For over 40 years, CC Pace has built its reputation on an unwavering commitment to 
customer satisfaction and is nationally recognized for solving business problems and 
delivering high-impact results. CC Pace specializes in the mortgage banking and financial 
services industries and our clients appreciate that we have a deep understanding of their
business. Our domain experience allows us to design solutions to not only meet
their needs, but achieve both measurable bottom-line results and significantly
improve business execution.
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